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UNIQUE BOAT LIFTS EASE BOARDING, KEEP THE VIEW 
 
 

Crossbeams on boat lifts are unsightly and make boarding difficult. 

Golden Boat Lifts ' GatorVator™ uses a patented design that eliminates this 

structural element. It creates a clean, open look at the dock and eliminates 

the potential for annoying bumped heads. 

With only two drive spools and less cable than other li fts, the 

GatorVator is 33% faster. It 's engineered so that the boat is always aligned 

port to starboard. And with a two or four motor configuration, adjusting the 

boat's stern-to-bow level provides quick draining when needed—all with the 

touch of the remote. 

Available in three or four post configurations, the GatorVator adapts 

easily to existing piles, boat houses and narrow areas along a dock. Models 

are available with capacities up to 30,000 lbs. 

The GatorVator Lift is built to Golden Boat Lifts' renowned high 

standards. Made to last, they're fully welded out of 6061 T6 marine-grade 

aluminum with 300 series stainless steel used for the hardware and cables. 

Heavy-duty guide posts ensure the boat is perfectly positioned onto its 

carpeted wood or optional aluminum I-beam bunks. Because the GatorVator 

Lift is so adjustable, maximum hull support is ensured. 

The muscle behind the GatorVator Lift is the state-of-the-art Sea-

Drive®. It features double reduction worm gears, so there's no slipping belts 
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or broken chains. This drive unit is so reliable, not one in 18,000 

manufactured has ever failed. 

Golden Boat Lifts ' GatorVators come with a 15-year warranty on 

structural parts. The Sea-Drive is warranted for 10 years. 

Contact Golden Boat Lifts, 17611 East St, North Fort Myers, FL 33917. 

888-909-5438 or 239-337-4141. sales@goldenboatlifts.com; 

www.goldenboatlifts.com. 

Editor's note: See the line of innovative Golden Boat Lifts at the Miami 

International Boat Show, Feb. 16–20, Booth E380, E Tent. 


